
 

Do you like to play games and you want to pass the time until your friend arrives? Download bubble bobble hero 2 game for free on this site. Bubble Bobble Hero 2 is a fun addictive platformer that will keep you entertained for hours! This game is about two little dragons named Hubbub and Bobblun who go around fighting evil monsters. Along the way they collect different bonuses, power-ups, and
fight other bosses while saving their friends from being captured. The goal of this game is to get through each level by shooting bubbles at enemies to trap them inside while also avoiding these enemies themselves. This game has over four dozens of levels waiting for you! Bubble Bobble Hero 2 is an addicting and fun game that you will enjoy playing with your friends and family! This is part of the
Bubble Bobble series by Mindscape. There are different versions in the series that we have collected on this site. You can find games like Bubble Bobble Heroes 1,2,3 and 4. If you click on any of them you will be able to play them in your browser. How to play? Press up/down/left/right when prompted to move left/right or when jumping. Press up/down key when prompted to jump higher or shoot a
bubble. Press Z and X to jump and shoot bubble respectively. Press down key when prompted to crouch. Collect stars to earn extra lives after completing each level. You can click on any of the links below this paragraph to play more free online bubble shooting, snake, shooting, adventure, shooting, fun and other arcade games on this site. You can also find other games such as Bubble Bobble Heroes
1,2,3 and 4 on the homepage on this site which is free-arcade-games.com . Also, if you want to play more free bubble shooting games, click below to visit our homepage where you can find more free games of this type on this site. We also offer you many more arcade games like Bubble Bobble Heroes 1,2,3 and 4 on this website. You can also view other similar free-arcade-games.com on the home
page on our website where we offer bubble bobble hero 2 game for free . If you like to play bubble bobble hero 2 game, remember to tell your friends about this game. Sharing is caring! Enjoy! Here are some other similarly fun games like bubble bobble hero 2 game.

Articles About Games Similar To bubble bobble hero 2 game (view all) Top 10 Arcade Games For Android You Must Play 1 month ago The arcade games are one of the oldest video games that still exist today. They are known for their retro style and technical simplicity, but they always manage to please anyone who wants to play them. There are many different versions of the arcade games, the
most popular being the fighting... Continue reading...
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